
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INDIANA COUNTY WOODTURNERS ASSOCIATION 
ICWA meets the 2nd Tuesday of the month at Sprowls Hall, IUP Campus.  The meeting starts at 7:00 pm, refreshments 

available between 6:30 and 7:00 pm. 
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Artist-in-Residence Christine Lee 
 

Artist in Residence Christine Lee 
talked about composite and non-standard media for art projects.  
She also discussed her own efforts in her venture in producing 
composite materials.  Although her materials aren’t patented as yet 
she expects that it won’t be too far in the future before they are. 
 
Unfortunately I was an abysmal note taker in school and haven’t 
improved any since then so there will be very little commentary 
with the pictures.  I apologize to you all and to Christine as well. 
 
The first series of photos deal with folding and crimping pages of 
phone books to create material to construct the stand in the first 
picture. 

    
The picture on the right shows the folding and crimping of pages in 
the phone book. 
 

    
 
These three pictures are showing the use of recycled shims to 
create varying textures and visual clues.  The emphasis of 
Christine’s work is using material that would otherwise end up in 
landfills.  In other words she is recycling old material.  Good for 
you Christine 

 
 

    

  This series of photos depict a 
movable and positional series of benches.  Again these bench 
sections are made from reclaimed and recycled materials.  In the 
second picture you will note how they are joined together.  The last 
picture shows a series of these benches as they are connected to 
form seating arrangement. 
 

First Non-Repeating Presidential Bowl Award 
 
Greg presented Jack Brown the First Non-Repeating Presidential 
Bowl Award for exemplary service, way to go Jack. 
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If you look closely, you will notice that this is actually a bowl 
blank.  Methinks the President kind of copped out, what do you 
think? 
 

February Meeting 
 
The February meeting will be held at the same time but we will be 
meeting in the 3D room.  That’s where we used to meet before we 
moved down to the lathe room.  Also the demo will be conducted 
by Charlie Fisher in the CNC Lathe demonstration room. 
 
For those who were unable to attend last months meeting, Daryl 
Gray was nominated and confirmed as the new president for the 
next two years.  

 
Congratulations to Daryl and let’s all give her as much support as 
she needs in her upcoming tenure as our leader.  In the same vein, I 
would like to personally commend Greg Dick for the great job that 
he did as our past president.  Thanks Greg. 


